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CIITS Version 16.1 was finally released on January 16, and with it came 
upgrades and new features that make it even more valuable.  A quick overview (with 
lots more to come) of some of the most significant changes (by tab) include: 
 

Assessments 
 Gridded Test Items.  Gridded test items can now include negative and mixed 

number answers, and new formatting options provide for:   negative answer 
bubbles, showing/hiding fraction and decimal rows, pre-populated decimal 
places, forcing of digits into their correct mathematical place, forcing of fractions 
to be entered as defined, and allowing fractions to be entered as decimal values. 

 Devices.  Google Nexus (Android 4.4.3) can now be used with CIITS, and those 
using GradeCam can integrate it with CIITS for answer sheet printing and 
scanning.  More reliability is now provided when using eInstruction and Turning 
clickers.  
 

Classrooms 
 Classrooms Student Workspaces.  This is perhaps the most exciting feature in 

CIITS Version 16.1, and it provides a workspace for students to create/share 
work with their teachers.  It allows teachers to monitor this work and provide 
feedback to students. 

 Sections Customization.  Users can organize sections on their Lesson Planner 
calendar by color. 

 

Educator Development 
 Professional Growth Plans.  Several changes have been made with regards to 

PGPs so that you can now:   
o design and fill in custom forms for inputting goals. 
o include up to 10 instead of 5 goals. 
o easily add artifacts (documents/videos/images/etc.) for evidence. 
o view a new “version history” that helps keep track of edits, submissions, 

and approvals of plans. 
o quickly find PD linked to Professional Growth Plans through a new 

“Search for Related PD” link. 
 

Some other noteworthy enhancements include: 
 Images can now be inserted into instructional materials with a quick browse and 

select process.  
 Decimal values can be accepted for: 

o Open response scores and rubrics for student assessments. 
o Observations for educators. 
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